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• Policies, mandates, and more
• Challenges to preserving rights to your own work
• How you can try
• How you can share
• “On or before January 1, 2015, each task force shall adopt a report setting forth its findings and recommendations. These recommendations shall include a detailed description of any open access policy the task force recommends that the public university or State adopt, as well as, in the case of the public university, a plan for implementation.”
• Approved by SIU Board of Directors December 11, 2014

• “It is the responsibility of faculty who have not claimed a waiver to provide an electronic version of the author’s post-peer-reviewed final article to the appropriate university institutional repository within 30 days of publication.”

SIU OA Policy (link)
• In no way means that faculty authors MUST publish in certain journals, “open access” journals, pay “Gold Open Access” fees, etc.

• It *does* mean that they must do *something* with regard to promoting and securing open access availability of their scholarly and/or creative output:
  • Ensure/ask for permission to publish post-peer-review manuscript in Institutional Repository (SPARK)
  • Complete a waiver form if such permission is unavailable or unattainable
• NIH
• NSF
• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

• Read the terms!

Funder Mandates for OA
• U.S. Copyright law gives the author of an original work, such as a scholarly article, the exclusive rights to reproduce, distribute, adapt, publicly perform, and publicly display the copyrighted work.

• The author retains these exclusive rights up until the moment the author signs a written agreement to transfer some or all of these exclusive rights.

• A transfer of any exclusive right is truly exclusive; once transferred the author may no longer exercise that right.

http://www.sparc.arl.org/resources/authors/copyright-intro

So ... Copyright?
• Read the publication agreement (including links or references to “Author’s Rights,” “Open Access,” or “Self-Archiving” policies). Many publishers now allow authors to retain some rights in their default publication agreements.

• If necessary, attach an addendum when returning the agreement.
  • SPARC Author Addendum
  • SIUE Addendum (forthcoming)
Should the Press decide to publish the Article in the Journal, you, as Author of the Article, hereby grant and transfer exclusively to the Press all rights of whatever kind to the Article, including but not limited to copyright, during the full term of copyright in the United States of America and elsewhere. The Press will register copyright to the Journal issue in which the Article appears.

**Rights of the Author:** You have the following nonexclusive rights: (1) to use the Article in your own teaching activities; (2) to publish the Article, or permit its publication, as a part of any book you may write or edit; (3) to include the Article in your own personal or departmental institutional database or on-line site; (4) to include the Article in your institutional repository provided the repository is institution specific and not a discipline-based database that accepts contributions from outside the institution; (5) to include your Article, if required by law, in an open access archive such as PubMedCentral. For all rights granted in this paragraph you agree to credit the Press as publisher and the copyright holder as follows:

Copyright © <year> Press. This article first appeared in JOURNAL OF Volume <#, Issue <#, <Month>, <Year>, pages <#-#>.

**Rights of the Press:** The Press’s rights include but are not limited to the following: (1) to publish the Article in any media, whether paper or electronic; (2) to license abstracts, quotations, extracts, reprints, and/or translations of the work for publication; (3) to license reprints of the Article to third persons; (4) to license others to create abstracts of the Article and to index the Article; (5) to license secondary publishers to reproduce the Article in print, microform, or any computer-readable form, including electronic online databases; and (6) to license the Article for document delivery.
Should the Press decide to publish the Article in the Journal, you, as Author of the Article, hereby grant and transfer exclusively to the Press all rights of whatever kind to the Article, including but not limited to copyright, during the full term of copyright in the United States of America and elsewhere. The Press will register copyright to the Journal issue in which the Article appears.

**Rights of the Author:** You have the following nonexclusive rights: (1) to use the Article in your own teaching activities; (2) to publish the Article, or permit its publication, as a part of any book you may write or edit; (3) to include the Article in your own personal or departmental institutional database or on-line site; (4) to include the Article in your institutional repository provided the repository is institution specific and not a discipline-based database that accepts contributions from outside the institution; (5) to include your Article, if required by law, in an open access archive such as PubMedCentral. For all rights granted in this paragraph you agree to credit the Press as publisher and the copyright holder as follows:

Copyright © <year> Press. This article first appeared in JOURNAL OF Volume <#, Issue <#, <Month>, <Year>, pages <#-#>.

**Rights of the Press:** The Press’s rights include but are not limited to the following: (1) to publish the Article in any media, whether paper or electronic; (2) to license abstracts, quotations, extracts, reprints, and/or translations of the work for publication; (3) to license reprints of the Article to third persons; (4) to license others to create abstracts of the Article and to index the Article; (5) to license secondary publishers to reproduce the Article in print, microform, or any computer-readable form, including electronic online databases; and (6) to license the Article for document delivery.

**Example 1 – Rights Grab**
Should the Press decide to publish the Article in the Journal, you, as Author of the Article, hereby grant and transfer exclusively to the Press all rights of whatever kind to the Article, including but not limited to copyright, during the full term of copyright in the United States of America and elsewhere. The Press will register copyright to the Journal issue in which the Article appears.

**Rights of the Author:** You have the following nonexclusive rights: (1) to use the Article in your own teaching activities; (2) to publish the Article, or permit its publication, as a part of any book you may write or edit; (3) to include the Article in your own personal or departmental institutional database or on-line site; (4) to include the Article in your institutional repository provided the repository is institution specific and not a discipline-based database that accepts contributions from outside the institution; (5) to include your Article, if required by law, in an open access archive such as PubMedCentral. For all rights granted in this paragraph you agree to credit the Press as publisher and the copyright holder as follows:

Copyright © <year> Press. This article first appeared in Volume <#, Issue <#>, <Month>, <Year>, pages <#–#>.

**Rights of the Press:** The Press’s rights include but are not limited to the following: (1) to publish the Article in any media, whether paper or electronic; (2) to license abstracts, quotations, extracts, reprints, and/or translations of the work for publication; (3) to license reprints of the Article to third persons; (4) to license others to create abstracts of the Article and to index the Article; (5) to license secondary publishers to reproduce the Article in print, microform, or any computer-readable form, including electronic online databases; and (6) to license the Article for document delivery.

Example 1 – “Grant Back”
Should the Press decide to publish the Article in the Journal, you, as Author of the Article, hereby grant and transfer exclusively to the Press all rights of whatever kind to the Article, including but not limited to copyright, during the full term of copyright in the United States of America and elsewhere. The Press will register copyright to the Journal issue in which the Article appears.

**Rights of the Author:** You have the following nonexclusive rights: (1) to use the Article in your own teaching activities; (2) to publish the Article, or permit its publication, as a part of any book you may write or edit; (3) to include the Article in your own personal or departmental institutional database or on-line site; (4) to include the Article in your institutional repository provided the repository is institution specific and not a discipline-based database that accepts contributions from outside the institution; (5) to include your Article, if required by law, in an open access archive such as PubMedCentral. For all rights granted in this paragraph you agree to credit the Press as publisher and the copyright holder as follows:

Copyright © <year>

*Press. This article first appeared in Volume <#, Issue <#, <Month>, <Year>, pages <#-#>.

**Rights of the Press:** The Press’s rights include but are not limited to the following: (1) to publish the Article in any media, whether paper or electronic; (2) to license abstracts, quotations, extracts, reprints, and/or translations of the work for publication; (3) to license reprints of the Article to third persons; (4) to license others to create abstracts of the Article and to index the Article; (5) to license secondary publishers to reproduce the Article in print, microform, or any computer-readable form, including electronic online databases; and (6) to license the Article for document delivery.

**Example 1 – Can You Sign It?**
ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT

1. In consideration of the publication of your Article and subject to the provisions of the accompanying publishing agreement information form, you assign to us with full title guarantee all rights of copyright and related rights in your Article. So that there is no doubt, this assignment includes the assignment of the rights (i) to publish, reproduce, distribute, display and store the Article worldwide in all forms, formats and media now known or as developed in the future, including print, electronic and digital forms, (ii) to translate the Article into other languages, create adaptations, summaries or extracts of the Article or other derivative works based on the Article and all provisions elaborated in 1(i) above shall apply in these respects, and (iii) to sub-license all such rights to others.

Example 2 – part 1
AUTHOR RIGHTS

3. You hereby assert your moral rights to be identified as the author of the Article according to the UK Copyright Designs & Patents Act 1988.

4. You are permitted to use the material in the ways described in the Schedule of Author's Rights providing that you meet all the conditions set out in the Schedule. These are rights which are personal to you and cannot be transferred by you to anyone else.
Under ____ copyright, authors are permitted to self-archive the peer-reviewed (but not final) version of a contribution on the contributor's personal website, in the contributor's company/institutional repository or archive, and in certain not for profit subject-based repositories such as PubMed Central as listed at the following website (<snip>), subject to an embargo period…

The version posted must include a notice on the first page as follows: ‘This is the peer reviewed version of the following article: FULL CITE, which has been published in final form at [Link to final article using the DOI]. This article may be used for non-commercial purposes in accordance With _____ Terms and Conditions for self-archiving'.
Under ____ copyright, authors are permitted to self-archive the peer-reviewed (but not final) version of a contribution on the contributor's personal website, in the contributor's company/institutional repository or archive, and in certain not for profit subject-based repositories such as PubMed Central as listed at the following website (<snip>), subject to an embargo period…

The version posted must include a notice on the first page as follows: ‘This is the peer reviewed version of the following article: FULL CITE, which has been published in final form at [Link to final article using the DOI]. This article may be used for non-commercial purposes in accordance With _____ Terms and Conditions for self-archiving'.
Elsevier!

• “**Accepted author manuscripts (AAM)**: Immediate posting and dissemination of AAM's is allowed to personal websites, to institutional repositories, or to arXiv. However, if your institution has an open access policy or mandate that requires you to post, Elsevier requires an agreement to be in place which respects the journal-specific embargo periods. Click **here** for a list of journal specific embargo periods (PDF) and see our **funding body agreements** for more details.”
• Read the publication agreement (including links or references to “Author’s Rights,” “Open Access,” or “Self-Archiving” policies). Many publishers now allow authors to retain *some* rights in their default publication agreements (usually through a “grant back” clause).

• **Negotiation is usually possible!** If necessary, attach an addendum when returning the agreement.
  - [SPARC Author Addendum](#)
  - SIUE Addendum (forthcoming)
- **SHERPA/ROMEO** for quick lookup of default rights

| Journal: | Nephrology (ISSN: 1320-5358, ESSN: 1440-1797) |
| RoMEO: | This is a RoMEO yellow journal |
| Paid OA: | A paid open access option is available for this journal. |

Author's Pre-print: ✓ author can archive pre-print (ie pre-refereeing)

**Author's Post-print:** ✓ subject to Restrictions below, author can archive post-print (ie final draft post-refereeing)

Restrictions:
- 12 months embargo

Publisher's Version/PDF: X author cannot archive publisher's version/PDF

General Conditions:
- Some journals have separate policies, please check with each journal directly
- On author's personal website, institutional repositories, arXiv, AgEcon, PhilPapers, PubMed Central, RePEc or Social Science Research Network
- Author's pre-print may not be updated with Publisher's Version/PDF
- Author's pre-print must acknowledge acceptance for publication
- On a non-profit server
- Publisher's version/PDF cannot be used
- Publisher source must be acknowledged with citation
- Must link to publisher version with set statement (see policy)
- If OnlineOpen is available, BBSRC, EPSRC, MRC, NERC and STFC authors, may self-archive after 12 months
- If OnlineOpen is available, AHRC and ESRC authors, may self-archive after 24 months

**Resources**
• A librarian!
• A library Research Guide:
  • siue.libguides.com/spark
  • siue.libguides.com/scholarly_communications

• ARL Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
  • www.sparc.arl.org/theme/author-rights
• Creative Commons
  • creativecommons.org
• Columbia Law “Clauses for Academic Authors”
  • web.law.columbia.edu/keep-your-copyrights/contracts/clauses/by-creator/12/unfriendly

Resources for Authors’ Rights and Copyright
• SIUE SPARK
  • Scholarly Publications and Repository of Knowledge
• SIUE’s Institutional Repository
• Central location to showcase institutional output
• Documents full-text indexed and optimized for Google (as well as others) ranking
• Authors are emailed weekly readership stats, and access author dashboard for more detail
• Stable, permanent, open access to articles, data files, supporting documentation, and other output
• Deposit constitutes compliance with SIU OA Policy
• Articles
• Books
• Image / image galleries
• Audio / Video
• Research data
• Conference Proceedings
• Presentations

SPARK – Types of Content
SPARK – Readership Map
**SPARK – Author Dashboard**
• Log-in / Create account
• “Submit Research” link, select department
• Review and accept Submission Agreement
• Complete article information, attach file
• Submit form

That’s it; we’ll review the submission and approve it for posting, or contact you with any questions

SPARK – How to Submit Files
• **ResearchGate** (Be careful! Remember your Author Agreement!)

• **Academia.edu** (Be careful! Remember your Author Agreement!)

• LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, etc.

• Post links to your SPARK page(s), ensures no paywall or access restrictions; limits potential for removal due to license violation

---

**Other Sharing Tools**
• “Digital scholarly identity”

• Studies typically show a 25-250% OACA or more
  • “It is clear that open access articles are downloaded far more than toll access articles.”
Thanks!

Steven Pryor
Director of Digital Initiatives and Technologies
Library and Information Services
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
stp Pryor@siue.edu